List of participants at Matchmaking seminar
Bucharest, 26th – 27th of November 2013, Marshall Garden Hotel

Nr.
Crt

Participant details

1.

Palsson Erlendur

City and
country

Organisation

Sólheima
I Iceland

Solheimar
ses

Oslo,
Norway

Norsk
Folkehjelp

Operational
Manager

2.

Bryhni Øystein
Sassebo
Head of
Communications

Organisation description
Solheimar is a world renowned sustainable community known for its artistic
and ecological atmosphere where about 100 people live and work together. It
was founded in 1930 by Sesselja Hreindís Sigmundsdóttir (1902-1974). It is a
small village set out in the countryside, characterized by vegetation, open
common spaces and buildings that nicely co-exist with the landscape.
Solheimar is blessed with enough space for residential and common housing
and there are ideal conditions for outdoor activities in the village, which play a
big part in the residents' health and well- being. The Solheimar community
focuses on the growth and development of man and nature. The social
emphasis is that different individuals are offered variable opportunities to
work, live, and socialize.
Website: www.solheimar.is
Norwegian People’s Aid is the labor movement’s humanitarian organization
for solidarity and a politically independent organization. Norwegian People’s
Aid is governed by its members through elected boards and committees. The
organization’s engagement centers on the following strategic areas: just
distribution of power and resources and protection of life and health. Their
work is organized into four main activities: long-term development
cooperation (international), mine - and explosives clearance (international,
first aid and rescue services (in Norway), refuge, asylum and integration work
(in Norway).
Website: www.npaid.org
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3

Bjoernstad
Bjoern
Helge

City and
country
Hamar,
Norway

Organisation
Forestry
Extension
Institute

Senior project

Organisation description
The Forestry Extension Institute is a non-governmental organization founded
in 1958, organized as a partnership with 39 forestry organizations and
scientific institutions forming the membership. Its main purpose is to provide
continuing education and training in the forestry sector and in forestry related
fields, as well as to heighten public awareness to the importance of forestry.
The main activities are countrywide and cover a large variety of subjects
within forest management, planning, economy, silviculture, ecology, forest
operations and techniques, wildlife management and multiple use of forest
land. This programme intends to be a base for dialogue and understanding of
the fact that responsible forest management is built upon scientific facts and
has sustainable development as a main goal. It is adapted to general
guidelines laid down by the school authorities and it aims to encourage the
understanding of the many functions forest and forest based. We offer our
experience in developing educational Programmes for schools and
Programmes for continuing education and how to develop adapted
organizations for managing the Programmes.
Website: www.skogkurs.no
www.leaf-international.org

4

Hauge Torleif
Matland

Oslo,
Norway

Rotary club
of
Nordstrand

Leader of the
International
committee
5

Ruud Sigurd Ole
Consultant

Rotary is the second largest NGO in the world. Motto: service above self.
Rotary is well established in Romania, and we seek cooperation with local
clubs. Other NGOs are of interest. We are cooperating with The Salvation
Army in Ploiesti
Website: www.nordstrand.rotary.no

Oslo,
Norway

NORSKOG

NORSKOG is a Forest Owners Association. Core business is forest
management planning, forestry, nature based tourism, climate change and
forest, forest certification and forest appraisals - economy and analysis.
Website: www.norskog.no
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6

Evans William

City and
country
Oslo,
Norway

Senior Advisor

Organisation

Organisation description

The
Norwegian
Association
for Adult
Learning

NAAL is the national NGO umbrella for adult learning in Norway. Our
members are governmentally approved adult learning associations with a
member network of +450 nationwide adult learning NGOs. NAAL has a
central administration in Oslo, and has autonomous regional offices covering
all 19 counties of Norway. Our members' activities in 2012: Approximately 40
000 courses with 500 000 participants. The purpose of NAAL is to: advocate
the common interests of the associations and their participants towards the
Government, the Parliament and the Ministry of Education, promote nonformal adult learning in the society in general, council members and other
third parties concerning laws and regulations, advice within the field of Adult
learning theory and practice and counsel within the Educational planning,
project coordination, advocacy and lobbying.
The adult learning associations represent a multitude of interests and
ideologies. The largest associations offer a broad range of themes on several
levels, with or without formal exams and parallel programs in the public
school system. Other associations emphasize more voluntary adult learning
activities, organizational training of members, learning for the development of
the local community and sustainable development. Others emphasize
political training, culture and creative, aesthetical and practical topics.
Website: www.vofo.no

7

Jacobsen Ovidiu

Bryne,
Norway

Owner

Ovidiu
Jacobsen
Media&Musi
c

The organization is interested in broad areas such as cultural exchange,
music education, production, song & arts campuses, songwriting, live
performance, artist coaching and so on.
Website: http://www.oviofficial.com/#projects

8

Vatlestad Odd
Erik
Adviser

Sogndal,
Norway

Nordland
Jazzforum

Nordland Jazzforum is a new NGO of professional jazz musicians, sound
engineers and creative producers from the county of Nordland-Norway. The
members either live, are born or have other connections to Nordland and
work mainly with jazz. Nordland Jazzforum should initiate or produce new
projects involving their members and also share our competence in "arts and
business".

Nr.
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Participant details

City and
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Organisation

Organisation description
Members of Nordland Jazzforum are proficient musicians, pedagogues and
composers. We also have expertise in how to run organizations, how to
organize concerts/tours, festival organization and management of volunteers.
Our musicians are also known to make interesting project with classical
musicians like jazz band/choir, jazz band/chamber orchestra and jazz
band/string quartet.
Nordland Jazzforum can participate in a lot of activities and participation at
the meeting in Bucuresti will be important to find the right partners.

9

von Spreter
Stephanie

Oslo,
Norway

Fotogalleriet

Director

Fotogalleriet is non-profit institution established in 1977 by the artists Dag
Alveng, Bjørn Høyum and Tom Sandberg. It became a foundation in 1979,
which was established by the founding members of Fotogalleriet, general
supporters of the gallery and Forbundet Frie Fotografer, the Norwegian
Association of Free Photographers.
Fotogalleriet takes responsibility for exhibitions, lectures, seminars,
publications and other presentation formats to showcase contemporary art
with a particular focus on photography. Since its beginnings, Fotogalleriet has
been fundamental in developing the contemporary visual art scene in
Norway, both by introducing international artists to the Norwegian art scene
and giving a younger generation of artists a platform to show their work.
Website: www.fotogalleriet.no
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Glad-Gjernes
Fredrik

Oslo,
Norway

KFUKKFUM
GLobal
(YGLobal)

Working with partners in Europe, Africa and Asia on development. Thematic
topics covered are: Democratic citizenship, Economic Justice, Environmental
Justice and Just Peace. We work with young people aged 8-35 and with
women. We want to engage in partnership with YWCA and YMCA in
Romania and any other youth focused organization.

Bucharest
Romania

FEDERATI
A YMCA

Founded in 1919, YMCA Romanian Federation is part of the wide world
YMCA family which operates in over 120 countries. Between 1945 and 1989

International
Director

11

Pop Marius,
Project

Nr.
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Participant details

City and
country

Organisation

Organisation description

ROMANIA

the activities of the association in Romania have been stopped by the
communist regime. In 1991, YMCA has been re-open for activities dedicated
to young people, having also branches in some places around Romania. In
2004, following the European trends, YMCA Romania has restructured itself
as Federation. Its members are in Bucuresti, Oradea, Baia Mare, Sacel,
Rozavlea, Iasi, Cavnic, Timisoara and Constanta. The main activities are
designed especially for young people, teenagers and students, and are
focused on trainings, social services, camps and outdoors, international
exchanges, workshops, sports, community and youth centers and activities in
rural areas. Since 2006 we are working also in Roma communities fighting
against exclusion, creating equal opportunities, promoting human rights,
developing life skills though our programs and activities. In Romania, YMCA
is operating over 100 projects each year, having over 300 volunteers and 10
000 beneficiaries. Since 2009 we are certified as sending, coordinating and
hosting organization for EVS projects and from 2013 we have Calibris
certificate for hosting European internship services. One of our main area of
interest, having in mind the global issues of today, are implementing projects
focused on fighting against poverty, raising awareness about human rights
and building peace, justice (social, environmental) and democratic/active
citizenship especially among young people because we strongly believe that
we need to fight the root causes of poverty with non-violent means. We want
to see policy empowerment of young people and policy change by dutybearers. As global activists for justice and peace we need to influence
decisions by policymakers, as well as our own and fellow citizens’ attitudes
and practices.

Manager

Website: www.ymca.ro
12

Serbanescu
Nona
President

Bucharest
, Romania

Asociatia
pentru
Promovarea
Artelor
Contempora
ne

Association for Contemporary Art Promotion activity started at the beginning
of 2010 and covers three main directions: supporting Romanian artists by
public shows, appearances and specific projects such as exhibitions, art
catalogues editing, scholarships, camps and residences programs;
introducing good quality art to public through popularization events and
educational programs and social issues improvement through contemporary

Nr.
Crt

Participant details

City and
country

Organisation

Organisation description
art intervention.
APAC's main public is young and cultural oriented. By all association’s events
we cultivated a personal human relation with a large number of people
interested in contemporary art, music, theater and other cultural activities.
Resumed in figures, APAC activity can be described by collaboration with
more than 150 artists in different fields, organizing more than 20 art shows, 4
contemporary auctions among which 2 had charity purposes, an art camp for
young artists, 3 internship training stages and many other courses,
workshops, theater shows and production, concerts, parties and
interdisciplinary events.
At this time APAC’s activity takes place in ART HUB cultural center, a space
developed by our association destined for art exhibitions, work and artistic
production, public debate on art issues, courses and other art related events.

13

Velea Adriana

Bucharest
Romania

Bumerang
Association

Co-founder/Project
Manager

Bumerang Association aims to improve continuously the quality of life and
well-being of present and future generations, through an integrated approach
between economic development, environmental protection and social equity.
Bumerang, uses non-formal methods of education through various programs
and activities to assist people in need to evolve, addressing matters in social
contexts such as social activism, community development, education, global
responsibility and active citizenship.
Website: http://bumerang.org.ro/

14

Preda EugenBogdan
Integration /
Advocacy
Coordinator

Bucharest
Romania

The
Romanian
National
Council for
Refugees
(CNRR)

The Romanian National Council for Refugees (CNRR) foundation is a nongovernmental organization, founded in 1998. In 2003, CNRR was granted
public utility status. The Romanian National Council for Refugees is the main
partner of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in
regard to the implementation of the assistance programs offered to asylum
seekers and refugees.
Our mission is to promote and defend by any legal means possible the
human rights in general, and the refugees and asylum seekers’ rights in
particular.
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Organisation description

Our specific objectives are: to protect and to bear effectively the right to
asylum during the procedure of refugee status determination and to integrate
recognized refugees into the Romanian society.
The Romanian National Council for Refugees offers social assistance
services and legal counselling through its specialized departments. All these
services are offered free of charge.
15

Leca Irina

Bucharest
Romania

ARCHÉ
Association

Vice-president

The ARCHÉ Association is a Romanian Non-Governmental organization. Its
mission is to develop activities of research, protection, conservation and
promotion of cultural heritage. The mission of the Association is to enhance
the interest in built heritage and the understanding of its values and social
roles, through informing and educating both the professional and amateur
public. In order to accomplish its aims the Association develops the following
activities:
• Inventorying, documenting, researching and studying built heritage
• Organizing exhibits, workshops, competitions, scientific activities,
conferences, exchange programs.
• Editing and publishing books, albums or other publications, as well as
recording both audio and video materials – with the purpose of transmitting
information to the public
• Offering expertise on planning, execution and maintenance of historical
buildings
The ARCHÉ Association was founded in 2012. Its main project is Monumente
Uitate (www.monumenteuitate.org), an online platform and data base
concerning the former stately houses of the nobility in today's Romania.
Website: www.arche.ro
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Stan

Mihalea

Project manager

Bucharest
Romania

Roma
Center
Amare
Rromentza

Roma Center Amare Rromentza is an NGO located in Bucharest, Romania.
Amare Rromentza has a great experience in developing educational,
programs with students, mentorship programs with pupils and their parents
and also cultural projects.
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Organisation description
Until now, we developed partnership with Roma Education Fund Romania,
we also developed programs with UNICEF support, OSI.
Website: www.amarerromentza.org

17
Creanga Claudiu

Bucharest
Roamania
Euro
Coaching

Vice-President

18

Ion Veronica
Project manager

Bucharest
Romania

Link Center

We are a non-profit organization based in Bucharest that has as an aim to
promote democracy and human rights in Romania.
Our objectives are:
- promote human rights in Romania;
- promote democratic values in Romania;
- promote civic values in Romania;
- fight discrimination and hate speech
Link Center is a young NGO from Bucharest, active mostly in the field of
theatre and education. In the last 3 years, Link Center developed the project
Write about You, a workshop that facilitates play writing and self-exploration
through theatre. All the participants, regardless of their artistic background,
are empowered to write a theatre play based on their personal stories and
documented on their experiences. The play is further produced and
presented in the Write about You festival. The project gathered more than
200 persons, from different backgrounds, in the first 3 years, and generated
12 new plays written by people with no previous artistic background. The first
5 plays were produced and presented in 2013 in the first edition of the Write
about You festival, and are now performed in various theater spaces in
Bucharest. The stories presented are very relevant for the actual social and
political context in Romania and give voices to people that have a very strong
point to make. Our mission is to take this project further and develop it in
specific communities, find partners willing to research this never ending field
of "real stories". We think that empowering people to express themselves
through art is a step towards re-building strong communities and we are
looking forward to partners who share the same enthusiasm in documenting
stories and representing them through powerful pieces of art.
Website: www.scriedespretine.com
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19

Chindris Andreea

Bucharest
, Romania

Asociatia
Carioca

Asociatia Carioca is interested in culture, as well as in education. The
members are photographers that have an artistic background.
We started with an online magazine, Inhale Magazine, http://inhalemag.com
where we aim that people around the globe present contemporary artistic
projects. Also, we are interested that students publish here, since we
understand this need for expression especially in young people at the
beginning of their careers.
Our future projects include training young people into photography, digital
manipulations, as well as 3D.

Bucharest
Romania

Gabriela
Tudor
Foundation

Gabriela Tudor Foundation is a pioneer leading organization in the field of
contemporary dance, with over 15-year activity. The Foundation was created
by Gabriela Tudor and Cosmin Manolescu with the aim to promote and
support the development of contemporary dance in Romania. Since its
inception in 1997, the foundation organized over 120 cultural projects such as
festival, mobility platforms, European research projects, workshops,
residencies and performance. Since 2012 the foundation is running ZonaD –
Serial Paradise studio, a lab-space dedicated to contemporary dance and
arts, with a programme focused on professional development, artistic
research and audience development. GT Foundation is an active member of
the Coalition of the Independent Cultural Sector, co-founding member of the
ArtistNe(s)t - Network of Artist-in-Residence Centers in Romania and owner
of the United Experts, a label for cultural development. Areas of
interest/activities: mobility, professional development, inter-cultural dialogue,
cross-border & interdisciplinary collaboration, artistic collaboration, audience
development.

Cultural manager

20

Manolescu
Cosmin
Executive director

Organisation description

Websites: http://zonadstudio.wordpress.com
www.e-motional.eu
www.gabrielatudor.ro
www.artistnest.ro
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Rusu Cristina

City and
country

Organisation

Organisation description

Slatina,
Romania

Initiativa
Pentru
Cooperare
si
Dezvoltare
Intercomunit
ara
Administrati
ons of
Protected
Natural
Areas
Association

NGO, established in 2009, with relevant activities in cooperation area, culture
exchange, creative industries and environmental protection.

vice-president

22

Mercea Anca
President Zarnesti

Zarnesti,
Romania

Website: www.icdi.ro, www.shakehandsromaniabulgaria.eu

Our Association, the Administrations of Protected Natural Areas Association
(AAANP) is an association whose members are the administrations of the
protected areas in Romania, including the most spectacular Romanian
National and Natural Parks.
AAANP was established in 2011 and has as its mission to improve
cooperation between administrations of protected areas, in order to increase
the protected areas management capacity. Our Association fights for nature
and biodiversity conservation, for sustainable development and for financial
sustainability of protected areas.
The association involves itself in promoting and supporting national natural
values, in running protection and conservation programs, joint communication
programs, public awareness and environmental education programs all over
the country and particularly in protected areas. That’s why we consider it of
high importance to constantly and efficiently involve local communities in the
management of protected areas administration, and also in the development,
promotion and implementation of financing projects for protected areas.
Another mission of the Association is to support AAANP associate members,
as administrators of protected areas, in order to carry out various programs
and activities, facilitating access to information to Association members and
stakeholders on education, research, scholarships, and jobs. The most
important activity we carry out is training courses for protected areas
employees.
In order to promote ecological education and to disseminate information the
Association edits and publishes informative materials; organize meetings,
symposia, conferences, round tables, at home and abroad, in order to
support the activity fields of the Association.
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Organisation description
Webite: www.ariiprotejate.eu

23

Oprea George
Adrian

Iasi,
Romania

Outventure
Association

President

Outventure is an association that has the mission to contribute to the
development of young people through personal, professional and vocational
development, focusing on 3 different methods: learning through games,
media and outdoor trainings. We have been doing this informally for years in
collaboration with other association, through which our members had the
opportunity to develop their own skills in working with groups and volunteers,
working with over 150-250 young people per year and initiating or being
involved in many activities. Having this time to develop our own direction and
the space to experiment amazing results of the methods we have been
introducing on the playing field over the years made us decide to open an
association with the main focus on these values. The members of the
association are professional media and outdoor trainers and have a lot of
experience, both on local and international level.
The activities we do: training courses and exchanges; workshops; community
based projects; local clubs and competitions; youth democratic projects;
events in Iasi promoting youth initiative and participation; tent camps and
hikes; coaching of NGO members and representatives.
We work mostly with non-formal education and "learning by experience"
methods, giving a lot of space and empowering youth to take ownership of
projects and local events.

Website: www.outventures.ro
24

Benko
Mirandolina
Vice president

Babadag,
Romania

A hope for
everyone
Association

Our organization works in special with youth and children. Two important
projects that are running, are the "Diferit" youth center, and the "After school"
program for children. We are teaching young people different skills for
prepare them for life, encouraging them to study, to volunteer and to be
active in the community. The after school program is in special for children
from very poor families, to prevent school abandon, and to help them to
recover what they lost not going to school most of the time.
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Szabo Ibolya
Izolda

City and
country

Organisation

Madaras,
Romania

Pro Ruris
Association

Executive director

Organisation description
Pro Ruris Association is a nonprofit organization founded in 2002. Our
mission is to promote the rural development in the region. The core areas of
our interest and activities are the culture, education, and rural tourism,
regional and rural development. We also have managed programs to rural
youth in these fields.
Website: www.proruris.ro

Brasov,
Romania

RENATUR
OPA

Renaturopa Association is an NGO based in the center of Romania in
Brasov, Transylvania. There are 9 founders of the association, researchers in
the field of biology, agriculture, forestry, and university teachers. They are
assisted by many collaborators and volunteers: students, researchers,
teachers from the local schools, children from the local villages, local people.
Since 2004 Renaturopa Association, through its projects, was involved in the
field of biodiversity conservation, designation of Natura 2000 sites,
sustainable land use (including alien invasive species identification,
monitoring and eradication), ecological restoration, environmental education
(children and adults), public awareness environmental research.
Website: www.renaturopa.ro
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Fülöp IldikóGabriella
Volunteer

Odorheiu
Secuiesc,
Romania

Sikerkulcs
Foundation

Sikerkulcs Foundation is a Non-Governamental Foundation founded in 1993.
Our organization helps the education and extra scholar activities from "Mora
Ferenc" High School with 504 students and 36 teachers.
Contributes in creating of good healthy educational conditions with the next
activities: enrichment of the school toolbox, trainings of the teachers,
organizing and supporting the cultural, sport and ethnographic and nature
protecting program, building the equality of opportunities, building new
partnerships and cooperating with the existing ones."
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Alupoaie
Constantin

City and
country

Organisation

Organisation description

Iasi,
Romania

EDUCATIV
A Group

It would be hard to describe EDUCATIVA without talking about the projects it
is developing. Although the EDUCATIVA brand was born in 2007, the team
started working together from 2004. Then, the need for more information
about studying abroad became evident. Our projects are: EDMUNDO - A
World of Education, RIUF - Romanian International University Fair, REVIRO,
UNIVERSALIO.

Coordinator

Website: www.educativa.ro
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Tudor Rodica
Elena

Ploiesti,
Romania

Project manager

Centre of
Resources
for Social
Inclusion
CRIS

The Association "Centre of Resources for Social Inclusion CRIS”, is a
nongovernmental, apolitical organization, whose mission is to fight and
prevent all forms of discrimination against Roma in all domains of public life,
including education, employment, and health.
We wish to increase Roma participation to social life under all its forms and to
promote social inclusion through our work.
In our activity, we are preoccupied to consolidate the voice of Roma
communities within civil society, to promote human rights and to encourage
the participation of Roma communities to democratic products, to plead for
the changing, enforcement and monitoring of Roma public policies.
Website: asociatiacris.blogspot.com

30

Teleuca
Alexandra

Piatra
Neamt,
Romania

The
Educational
Center for
Sustainable
Development

The aims of the organization: promoting education for sustainable
development in rural and urban communities to increase awareness of the
problems caused by human activities on the natural environment components
for enhancement of the quality of life conditoons and to reduce social
exclusion.

Galati,
Romania

Asociatia
pentru
Ecologie si
Turism Pro
Eco-Tur

The Association’s mission is to cultivate an ecological spirit and to promote
tourism and national values, in order to support nature conservation, the
sustainable development of local communities in areas with natural and
cultural heritage, which can become a special attraction for the international
tourism, to increase the quality of services related to tourism, promoting

Vice-president
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Butnarasu
Maria
Director Dep.
Protectia Mediului
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si Animalelor

Organisation description
ecotourism as the essential element of the touristic image of Romania and
development of civic values regarding consumer protection.
Website: www.proecotur.ro
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Epure Mihaela
Anca

Constanta
Romania

Civicum
Voluntaris
Association

Programs and
projects coordinator

Civicum Voluntaris is a non-governmental, independent, apolitical, non-profit
and public benefit association, which aims to develop actions to promote the
active participations of young people especially, citizens generally in
community life. Association will be partner with public institutions in an
application on gender equality.
Website: https://www.facebook.com/civicumvoluntaris
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Vîstraş Ivona
P.R Manager

Cluj
Napoca,
Romania

ArtReSearc
h

ArtReSearch is an Non-Profit Organization founded in 2007. The core
mission of the organization is implementing and promoting the dynamic
relationship between academic research and the artistic production in the
performing arts field. The core areas of interest are: audience studies,
supporting and promoting the contemporary theater and film writing, theater,
film and documentary film production. We must emphasis that this
organization has been behind the "EveryDay Drama Program", which has
reached its 10th edition in 2013. This program revolves around the EveryDay
Drama Summer Camp which gathers students, teachers and important
Romanian artists in order to create and produce theater plays, film scenarios,
and fiction and non-fiction short stories bases on a preliminary socialanthropological field research. The editing of the "Man.In.Fest performing arts
journal" has been the main activity of the organization until 2012. Since then
it has been editing various theater volumes such as the "Theater and Film
Studies Collection". The members of the organization focused on building
strong partnerships with important members and associations of the
independent theater movement in Romania such as Teatru74 and ColectivA
and many other important Romanian artists such as Adrian Sitaru, Andrei
Ujica, Gianina Cărburariu etc
Website: www.dramaturgiacotidianului.ro
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Vetan Mihaela

City and
country

Organisation

Organisation description

Timisoara,
Romania

CRIESResources
Center for
Ethical and
Solidarity
based
economy

The aim of CRIES is to develop a responsible economy and an equitable
society through the promotion of social co-responsibility. This action takes
into account the acknowledgement and promotion of active social roles for all
the members of society, including various socially marginalized groups.
As a result of its activity, CRIES wants: to increase the ability of the
institutional, social and economic stakeholders to act in the field of social
economy, solidarity based economy and sustainable development; to
increase the involvement of citizens in the promotion, development and
strengthening of ethical financing, solidarity based financing, responsible
consumption, fair trade, etc.; to facilitate the active social and professional
inclusion of socially marginalized people, through the promotion of
specialized intervention methods (e.g. social enterprises, insertion
enterprises, social cooperatives or other forms of organization in the field of
social economy).
CRIES is involved in development of solidarity based partnership between
small producers and group of responsible consumers.

President

Website: www.cries.ro
35

Neagoe Camelia
Vice-president

Craiova,
Romania

Asociatia
Allons-y

Asociatia Allons-y is a non-profitable nongovernmental organization founded
for young people in 2013. Our main aims and activities are: informing young
people in the fields of civic education, health programs, human rights;
educating young people in the spirit of democracy, tolerance and diversity;
promoting self-fulfillment and personal development of young people through
educational Programmes of the European Union and developing non-formal
education, intercultural dialogue, international cooperation and active civil
society.
Our activities that are based on a set of values developed during the time are
increased by the experience of our team: multiculturalism, volunteerism,
tolerance, personal development, teamwork. Accordingly with these
principles, the mission that we assume is to educate the young people in the
spirit of active citizenship and to support the social integration of the youth in
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Organisation description
the community through non-formal education tools
From the beginning, we aimed to create concrete opportunities for young
people in order to develop and adapt themselves to current and future
challenges. With this goal, the direction of the projects carried out till now
aimed at preparing them to become ""young Europeans"" with benefits and
responsibilities involved.

36

Eliescu Maria
Iuliana

Rm.
Valcea,
Romania

President

Asociatia
Tineri
Educati si
Activi TEA

TEA NGO was established in September 2012, aiming to support and protect
youth and children in relation with the process of sustainable development of
the community they live within, through:
- raising awareness among youth and other social categories, through
informing and direct action in the following areas: European rights, active
citizenship and volunteering;
- encouraging the active participation in the European democratic process, as
well as promoting fundamental assets and values of EU.
Website: https://www.facebook.com/tinerieducati.siactivi
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Dragan Corina

Targu Jiu,
Romania

Inclusion
and Social
Developme
nt
Association

The Association has as status attributes such as: the provision of adult
training, the provision of education for children and youth, providing
assistance and support to people in need, organizing the preventive activities,
promoting equal opportunities, organizing activities to combat discrimination,
promote and implement European policies, organization of conferences and
symposia stimulating exchange of experience

ClujNapoca,
Romania

Civic
Education
Association

The Association and and Regional Centre for Civic Education Cluj has been
involved in projects and activities such as: teacher training for primary,
secondary and high school teachers, activities in partnership with The
Teacher Training Centre, The Intercultural Institute Timisoara, The Romanian
Teachers Association, The European Teachers Association, developing and
organizing activities of training in Civic Education/Culture, developing
materials for teachers (CD), realizing public presentation of student’s project
“Project Citizens”, organizing conferences, debates, round tables.

Vice-president
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Iepure Ileana
Regional Director

Nr.
Crt

Participant details

City and
country

Organisation

Organisation description
Website: www.cov.ro
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Din Roxana
Manager
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Hagherlacher
Andrei
Consultant
sociology

Targu
Mures,
Romania

Slobozia,
Romania

Association
Chances for
all

Centrul de
Instruire si
Consultanta
LABOR

Association ""Chances For All"" is an Romanian NGO, founded in 2008.
Although we have a wide range, our beneficiaries so far are children with
special needs. We are an organization made up of 31 members, all
specializing in special education: special education teachers, speech
therapists, psychologists, and others.
Website: www.aspt.ro
The Labor Training and Consulting Centre is an association whose scope of
activity is lifelong learning. The association is located in Slobozia, Ialomita
County, Romania. The Labor Centre supports the improvement of the socioeconomic environment through professional development programs
addressed to both individuals and organizations.
Our main activities have the following goals:
- to adapt individuals and organizations to change;
- to acquire new professional competences;
- to integrate and assert our clients socially and economically.
Website: www.labor.ro

